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Council demanding the recognition of the Ukrainian Republic,
"constituted by the will of all its people on Ukrainian territory,
formerly belonging to Russia and Austria-Hungary"—Eastern
Galicia, as well as the Ukraine in Russia.
THE FRONTIERS CLAIMED
Following up his speech on January 29, 1919, Dmowsld sent a
Note to the Commission on Polish Affairs on February 28 dealing
with the frontier claimed by Poland on the west. On March 3 he
addressed to this Commission another Note on the frontier
claimed by Poland on the east. In the first he presented Poland's
case with respect to Galicia, Poznania, West Prussia (Pomerania)
and Warmia (Ermeland—a western part of East Prussia). Con-
cerning Galicia, he denied that the Ukrainian movement justified
taking away its eastern half from Poland, but admitted that the
Ukrainians there had rights—which Poland would respect. He
touched on the controversy with Czechoslovakia over Teschen,
Spisz and Orava. He discussed the Polish claim to the possession
of Upper Silesia as regarded the district of Oppeln, certain parts
excepted, and other districts in that territory. Next, he passed to
Poznania, the "cradle of the Polish race, and the seat of the oldest
Polish civilization," and then to West Prussia; he traced the
frontier desired by Poland up through Pomerania to the Baltic,
demanded the attribution of Pomerania and Warmia to Poland,
and suggested that East Prussia should be separated from. Ger-
many and become an independent republic. In his second Note,
Dmowski said that Poland relinquished, though with regret, its
claim to the eastern zone of the Kresy, namely, the Government
of Kieff, the eastern parts of Podolia and Volhynia, the eastern
part of the Government of Minsk, and the Governments of
Mohileff and Vitebsk.
Finally, he advocated the organization of the regions speaking
Lithuanian as a distinct country within the Polish State, with a
special government based on the rights of Lithuanian nationality.
There had been a good deal of discussion respecting Lithuania in
the Polish Delegation; Pilsudski wished for Polish-Lithuanian
federation; Dmowski and his friends favoured a policy of incor-

